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Believed to be the first time Facebook's hacker has been outed and is less sophisticated than
previously believed. Abhi$te$ also revealed the hacker's username was f8u5ZdMy4fxt. He told
GlobalPolice.Org that he was using a modified version of a program known as FireSheep, which
hijacks web-browser traffic and steals passwords. F8u5ZdMy4fxt used a tool called Mimikatz to
authenticate to Active Directory accounts," Abhi$te$ explained." He said he managed to "extract"
3,131 Facebook passwords, and had shared them with others for "fun". "However I decided against it
and also reported this attack with the above Facebook user-handling investigation. Sadly, it turns out
the attacker was successful in spoofing his own user-agent to get away with his crimes," Abhi$te$
said." I have removed the user-agent spoof from the link I shared. However, having the Active
Directory credentials I can again successfully access the victims' accounts." Abhi$te$ added: "I don't
intend to disclose their usernames until I report the attack to Facebook directly. I don't want to do
any damage to Facebook. I just want their attention." One of Facebook's security chief, Alex Stamos,
said in a blog post that the company has made changes to put things right. He said: "We believe the
data was taken at a large scale last month and was most likely being exploited. In addition to the
users whose accounts were affected, we're checking the accounts of friends, family and others. "We
have also addressed an issue that appeared to allow access to some content on Facebook that was
posted by some friends. The bug caused us to stop any attempts to read this content." But at the
time I discovered files.fb.com the defective v0.18 has already been updated to v0.20.. All content on
this website, including dictionary, thesaurus, literature, geography, and other reference data is for
informational purposes only. This information should not be considered complete, up to date, and is
not intended to be used in place of a visit, consultation, or advice of a legal, medical, or any other
professional.i- and String Non-Commutative Geometry,*]{} [*Phys. Lett.*]{} [**214B**]{
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